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Abstract – This paper combines the universal generating function UGF with harmony search (HSO) meta-heuristic
optimization method to solve a preventive maintenance (PM) problem for series-parallel system. In this work, we consider the situation where system and its components have several ranges of performance levels. Such systems are called
multi-state systems (MSS). To enhance system availability or (reliability), possible schedule preventive maintenance
actions are performed to equipments and affect strongly the effective age. The MSS measure is related to the ability
of the system to satisfy the demand. The objective is to develop an algorithm to generate an optimal sequence of maintenance actions providing system working with the desired level of availability or (reliability) during its lifetime with
minimal maintenance cost rate. To evaluate the MSS system availability, a fast method based on UGF is suggested. The
harmony search approach can be applied as an optimization technique and adapted to this PM optimization problem.
Key words: Universal generating function harmony search, Optimization, Preventive maintenance.

Nomenclature
CMj
Aiv
hj
Qj
Niv
W
I
d

Minimal repair cost
Availability of jth MSS devices
Hazard function
Probability of failure of jth devices
Performance of jth devices of version v
Demand levels
Distributive operator
Operator for parallel devices

Abbreviations
HSO
PM
MSS
UMGF

Harmony search optimization
Preventive maintenance
Multi states system
Universal moment generating function

1 Introduction
A necessary precondition for high production is availability
of the technical equipment. In addition, reliability engineers
have to build a reliable and efﬁcient production system. The
system reliability affects essentially the reliability of its equip*e-mail: zeblaha@yahoo.fr

ments. This characteristic is a function of equipment age on system’s operation life. In this work, we consider series-parallel
systems. To keep the desired levels of availability, strongly performs a preventive maintenance actions to components are best
than breakdown maintenance. This suggestion is supported by a
number of case studies demonstrating the beneﬁts of PM in [1].
In this case, the task is to specify how PM activity should be
scheduled. One of the commonly used PM policies is called
periodic PM, which speciﬁes that systems are maintained at
integer multiple of some ﬁxed period. Another PM is called
sequential PM, in which the system is maintained at a sequence
of interval that have unequal lengths. The ﬁrst kind of PM is
more convenient to schedule. Contrary the second is more realistic when the system require more frequent maintenance at it
age. A common assumption used in both these PM is that minimal repair is conducted on system if it fails between successive
PM activities. In other words, minimal repairs do not change
the hazard function or the effective age of the system.
Traditionally PM models assume that the system after PM
is either as good as new state in this case is called perfect
PM or simply replacement, as bad as old state the same as minimal repair, where he only restores the function of the system,
this concept is well understood in the literature [2]. The more
realistic assumption is that the system after PM not return at
zero age and remains between as good as new and as bed as
old. This kind of PM is called imperfect PM. The case when
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equipment fails (damage), a corrective maintenance (CM) is
performed which returns equipment to operating condition, in
fact specially, the task of preventive maintenance actions served
to adjust the virtual age of equipment. Our particular interest is
under investigation to present an harmony search algorithm
which determines the optimal intervals of PM actions to minimize maintenance-cost rate or maximize mission reliability.
1.1 Summary of previous work

Years ago, much work was reported on policy optimization
of preliminary planned PM actions with minimal repair as
in [3, 4]. Most of these researches are based on two popular
approaches to determine the optimal intervals for a PM
sequence. The ﬁrst is reliability-based method and the second
is optimization method.
In the ﬁrst one the PM is performed whenever the system
availability or the hazard function of the system reaches a predetermined level and the optimal PM intervals will be selected.
The second is ﬁnding the optimal intervals as a decision variable in the optimization problem. [5] presents an algorithm to
determine the optimal intervals based on the reliability-based
method and in there models the effective age reduction and hazard function are combined. [6] presents a genetic algorithm
which determine a minimal cost plan of the selecting PM
actions which provides the required levels of power system reliability. A list of possible PM actions available for each MSS,
are used. Each PM action is associated with cost and reduction
age coefﬁcient of its implementation.
1.2 Approach and outlines

The proposed approach is based on the optimization
method using harmony search algorithm, which determines
the intervals sequence of PM actions to minimize the maintenance-cost subject to availability or (reliability) constraints.
The goal of the proposed approach is to know when, where,
to which component and what kind of available PM actions
among the set of available PM actions should be implemented.
To evaluate the reliability and the effect of PM actions of seriesparallel MSS, UGF method is applied. It’s proved to be effective at solving problem of MSS redundancy and maintenance
in [7–9].
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. We start in
Section 2 with the general description of the preventive maintenance model. Next, we describe the optimization problem formulation in Section 3. A description of availability estimation
based on UGF method is presented in Section 4. In Section 5,
we present the harmony search algorithm. Conclusion is drawn
in Section 6.

2 Preventive maintenance
It has been shown that the incorporation of the preventive
maintenance has a beneﬁt and success. Also it was observed
that the impact of the decrease of component failure rate and
improvement of component reliability is vital to maintain efﬁciency of production. The major subject of maintenance is

Figure 1. Series-parallel power system.

focused on the planning maintenance service of the power system. Such as cleaning, adjustment and inspection performed on
operation’s lifetime are classed as a preventive maintenance
policy. However, all actions of PM not capable to reduce age
component to zero age is imperfect. There are two main alternatives for modeling an imperfect PM activity. The ﬁrst one
assumes that PM is equivalent to minimal repair with probability p and 1  p is the equivalent to replacement in [10]. The
second model where the imperfect PM directly analyzes how
the hazard function or the effective age change after PM as
in [5]. The proposed model is based on reduction age concept.
Let consider the series-parallel MSS system shown in Figure 1.
If the component j undergoes on PM actions calendar at
chronological times as follows:
tj1 ; . . . ; tjn

ð1Þ

Based on the second model description, the effective age
after i-th PM actions may be written as:
sj ðtÞ ¼ sþ
ð2Þ
j ðtÞ þ ðt  t ji Þ for t ji < t < t jiþ1 ; ð 1  i  nÞ;


 
 

 

þ
and sþ
;
j t ji ¼ ei sj t ji ¼ ei sj t ji1 þ t ji  t ji1
where sþ
j ðt ji Þ is the age of component immediately after the
ith PM action which ranges in the interval [0, 1]. By deﬁnition, we assume that sj(0) = 0, tj0 = 0 and ei is the age reduction coefﬁcient. Two limits for PM actions is, where ei = 1
and ei = 0. In the ﬁrst case the component at least be restored
to ‘‘as bed as old’’ state which assumes that PM does not
affect the effective age. In the second case the model reduce
the component age to ‘‘as good as new’’, which means that
the component age reaches zero age (replacement). In fact,
all PM actions which improve the component age are imperfect. As it be mentioned and demonstrated in [5], the hazard
function of component j, as function of its actual age, can be
calculated as:


ð3Þ
hj ¼ hj sj ðtÞ þ hj0 ;
where hj(t) is the hazard function is deﬁned when equipment
does not undergo PM actions and hj0 correspond to the initial
age of equipment. The reliability of the equipment j in the
interval between PM actions i and i + 1 can be written as:


R s ðtÞ
rj ðtÞ ¼ exp  sþj ðtji Þ hj ðxÞdx
j
ð4Þ


¼ exp H j ðsþ
ðt
ÞÞ

H
ðs
ðtÞÞ
:
ji
j j
j
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Hj(s) represents the accumulative hazard function. Clearly
if t = tji in equation (4) the reliability reaches the maximum
and is equal to 1.
The Minimal repairs are performed if MSS equipment fails
between PM actions, and there cost expected in interval [0, t]
can be given as:
Z t
hj ðxÞdx:
ð5Þ
C Mj ¼ cj
0

Possible equipment j, undergoes PM actions at each chronological time tj1 ; :::; tjnj , in this case, the total minimal repair
cost is the sum of all cost can be written as :
nj Z sj ðtjiþ1 Þ
X
hj ðxÞdx ¼
C Mj ¼ cj
i¼0

cj

nj 
P
i¼0

ðt Þ
sþ
j ji


H ðsj ðtjiþ1 ÞÞ  H j ðsþ
ðt
ÞÞ
;
ji
j

ð6Þ

where tj0 = 0 and t jnj þ1 ¼ T where T represents the lifetime.

3 Optimization problem
Let consider a power system organized with components
connected in series arrangement. Each component contains different component put in parallel. Components are characterized
by their nominal performance rate Nj, hazard function hj(t) and
associated minimal repair cost Cj. The system is composed of a
number of failure prone components, such that the failure of
some components leads only to a degradation of the system performance. This system is considered to have a range of performance levels from perfect working to complete failure. In fact,
the system failure can lead to decreased capability to accomplish a given task, but not to complete failure. An important
MSS measure is related to the ability of the system to satisfy
a given demand.
When applied to electric power systems, reliability is considered as a measure of the ability of the system to meet the
load demand (W), i.e., to provide an adequate supply of electrical energy (N). This deﬁnition of the reliability index is widely
used for power systems: see e.g., [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The Loss
of Load Probability index (LOLP) is usually used to estimate
the reliability index [16]. This index is the overall probability
that the load demand will not be met. Thus, we can write
R = Probab(NMSS  W) or R = 1  LOLP with LOLP =
Probab(NMSS < W). This reliability index depends on consumer demand W.
For reparable MSS, a multi-state steady-state instantaneous
availability A is used as Probab(NMSS  W). While the
multi-state instantaneous availability is formulated by
equation (7):
X
P j ðtÞ;
ð7Þ
AMSS ft; W g ¼
Rj D

where NMSS (t) is the output performance of MSS at time t.
To keep system reliability at desired level, preventive and
curative maintenance can be realized on each MSS. PM
actions modify components reliability and CM actions does

not affect it. The effectiveness of each PM actions is deﬁned
by the age reduction coefﬁcient e ranging from 0 to 1. As in
[6], the structure of the system as deﬁned by an available list
of possible PM actions (v) for a given MSS. In this list each
PM actions (v) is associated with the cost of its implementation Cp(v), and M(v) is the number of equipment affected corresponding to their age reduction e(v). Commonly the system
lifetime T is divided into y unequal lengths, and each interval
have duration hy 1  y  Y, at each end of this latter an PM
action is performed. This action will be performed if the MSS
reliability R(t, w) becomes lower than the desirable level R0.
Let us remark that the increase in the number of intervals
increases solution precision. On the other hand, the number
of intervals can be limited for technical reasons.
All the PM actions performed to maintain the MSS reliability are arranged and presented by a vector V as they appear on
the PM list. Each time the PM is necessary to improve the system reliability; the performed following action is deﬁned by the
next number from this vector. When the scheduled PM action vi
was insufﬁcient to improve reliability, automatically the vi + 1
action should be performed at the same time and so on.
For a given vector V, the total number nj and chronological
times of PM action in equation (1) are determined for each
component j1  j  J. For all scheduled PM actions vi2V.
The total cost of PM actions can be expressed as:
C p ðV Þ ¼

N
X

C p ð vi Þ

ð8Þ

i¼1

and the cost of minimal repair can be calculated as:
nj 
J

X
X
cj
H ðsj ðtjiþ1 ÞÞ  H ðsþ
C M ðV Þ ¼
j ðt ji ÞÞ :
j¼1

ð9Þ

i¼0

The optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
ﬁnd the optimal sequence of the PM actions chosen from the
list of available actions which minimizes the total maintenance
cost while providing the desired MSS availability. That is,
Minimize:
f ðV Þ ! C ¼ C p ðV Þ þ C M ðV Þ:

ð10Þ

AhðV ; D; tÞ  R0 :

ð11Þ

Subject to:

To solve this combinatorial optimization problem, it is
important to have an effective and fast procedure to evaluate
the availability index. Thus, a method is developed in the following section to estimate the system availability.

4 Reliability estimation based on Ushakov’s
method
The last few years have seen the appearance of a number of
works presenting various methods of quantitative estimation of
systems consisting of devices that have a range of working levels in [17, 18]. Usually one considers reducible systems. In
general forms the series connection, the level of working is
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determined by the worst state observed for any one of the
devices, while for parallel connection is determined by the best
state. However, such the approach is not applicable for the
majority of real systems.
In this paper the procedure used is based on the universal
z-transform, which is a modern mathematical technique introduced in [19]. This method, convenient for numerical implementation, is proved to be very effective for high dimension
combinatorial problems. In the literature, the universal
z-transform is also called UMGF or simply u-transform. The
UMGF extends the widely known ordinary moment generating
function [11]. The UMGF of a discrete random variable N is
deﬁned as a polynomial:
u ðzÞ ¼

J
X

P j zNj :

ð12Þ

j¼1

The probabilistic characteristics of the random variable N
can be found using the function u(z). In particular, if the discrete
random variable N is the MSS stationary output performance,
the availability A is given by the probability Proba(N  W)
which can be deﬁned as follows:


ð13Þ
ProbaðN  W Þ ¼ U uðzÞzW ;
where U is a distributive operator deﬁned by expressions (14)
and (15):

P ; if r  W
rW
UðPz
Þ¼
ð14Þ
0; if r < W

U

J
X

!
P jz

Nj W

j¼1

¼

J
X


U P j zNj W :

in [19]. The u-function of MSS device m containing Jm parallel
devices can be calculated by using the I operator:
u2(z), . . ., un(z)), where IðN1 ;
up(z) = I P
n(u1(z),
N2 ; :::; Nn Þ ¼ Ni .
i¼1 a pair of devices connected in parallel:
Therefore for
!
n
m
X
X
ai
bj
Iðu1 ðzÞ; u2 ðzÞ ¼ I
P iz ;
Qj z
i¼1

¼

n
X

m
X

i¼1

j¼1

P i Qj zai þbj :

The parameters ai and bj are physically interpreted as the
performances of the two devices. n and m are numbers of possible performance levels for these devices. Pi and Qj are steadystate probabilities of possible performance levels for devices.
One can see that the I operator is simply a product of the individual u-functions. Thus, the device UMGF is:
Jm
Q
uj ðzÞ. Given the individual UMGF of devices
up ðzÞ ¼
Jm
j¼1
Q
deﬁned in equation (11), we have: up ðzÞ ¼ ð1  Aj þ Aj zNi Þ.
j¼1

Series devices: when the devices are connected in series, the
device with the least performance becomes the bottleneck of the
system. This device therefore deﬁnes the total system productivity. To calculate the u-function for system containing n
devices connected in series, the operator d should be used:
us(z) = d(u1(z), u2(z), . . ., um(z)), where d(N1, N2, . . .,
Nm) = min{N1, N2, . . ., Nm} so that
!
n
m
X
X
ai
bj
dðu1 ðzÞ; u2 ðzÞÞ ¼ d
P iz ;
Qj z
i¼1

ð15Þ
¼

j¼1

n X
m
X
i¼1

It can be easily shown
P that equations (14)–(15) meet condition Proba(N  W) =
P j . By using the operator U, the
Nj W

coefﬁcients of polynomial u(z) are summed for every term with
Nj  W, and the probability that N is not less than some arbitrary value W is systematically obtained.
Consider single devices with total failures and each device i
has nominal performance Ni and reliability Ai. The UMGF of
such an device has only two terms can be deﬁned as:
ui ðzÞ ¼ ð1  Ai Þz0 þ Ai zNi ¼ ð1  Ai Þ þ Ai zNi :

j¼1

ð16Þ

To evaluate the MSS availability of a series-parallel system,
two basic composition operators are introduced. These operators determine the polynomial u(z) for a group of devices.
Parallel devices: let consider a system device m containing
Jm devices connected in parallel. The total performance of the
parallel system is the sum of performances of all its devices. In
power systems, the term capacity is usually used to indicate the
quantitative performance measure of an device in [20]. Examples: generating capacity for a generator, carrying capacity for
an electric transmission line, etc. Therefore, the total performance of the parallel unit is the sum of capacity (performances)

j¼1

P i Qj zmin fai ;bj g :

j¼1

Applying composition operators I and d consecutively, one
can obtain the UMGF of the entire series-parallel system. To do
this we must ﬁrst determine the individual UMGF of each
device.
Devices with total failures: let consider the usual case where
only total failures are considered and each subsystem of type i
and version vi has nominal performance Niv and availability Aiv.
In this case, we have: Proba(N = Niv) = Aiv and
Proba(N = W) = 1  Aiv. The UMGF of such an device has
only two terms can be deﬁned as in equation (11) by
u i ðzÞ ¼ ð1  Aiv Þz0 þ Aiv zNiv ¼ 1  Aiv þ Aiv zNiv . Using the
I operator, we can obtain the UMGF of the i-th system device
containing ki parallel devices ui ðzÞ ¼ ðu i ðzÞÞki ¼ ðAiv zNiv þ
k
ð1  Aiv ÞÞ i .
The UMGF of the entire system containing n devices connected in series is:
0
1
k
ðA1v zN1v þ ð1  A1v ÞÞ 1 ;
B
C
k2
N
C
ð17Þ
us ðzÞ ¼ dB
@ ðA2v z 2v þ ð1  A2v ÞÞ ;:::; A:
k
ðAnv zNnv þ ð1  Anv ÞÞ n
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6 Harmony search algorithm

Figure 2. Synoptic modeling HS for optimization.

To evaluate the probability Proba(N  W) for the entire
system, the operator U is applied to equation (18):


ProbaðN  W Þ ¼ U us ðzÞzW :

ð18Þ

5 The harmony search approach
The problem formulated is a complicated NP-hard complex
problem. The total number of different solutions to be examined
is very large. An exhaustive examination of the enormous number of possible solutions is not feasible given reasonable time
limitations. Thus, because of the search- space size of the problem. Adopting the idea that existing evolutionary or meta-heuristic algorithms are found in the paradigm of natural processes,
a new algorithm can be conceptualized from a musical performance process (say, a jazz trio) in [21, 22] involving searching
for a better harmony. Musical performance seeks a best state
(fantastic harmony) determined by aesthetic estimation, as the
optimization process seeks a best state (global optimum: minimum cost; minimum error; maximum beneﬁt; or maximum
efﬁciency) determined by objective function evaluation. Aesthetic estimation is done by the set of the pitches sounded by
joined instruments, as objective function evaluation is done
by the set of the values produced by composed variables; the
aesthetic sounds can be improved practice after practice, as
the objective function values can be improved iteration by iteration in [23].
Figure 2 shows the structure of the Harmony Memory
(HM) that is the core part of the HS algorithm. Consider a jazz
trio composed of saxophone, double bass, and guitar. There
exist certain amount of preferable pitches in each musician’s
memory: saxophonist, {Do, Fa, Mi, Sol, Re}; double bassist,
{Si, Do, Si, Re, Sol}; and guitarist, {La, Sol, Fa, Mi, Do}. If
saxophonist randomly plays {Sol} out of its memory {Do,
Fa, Mi, Sol, Re}, double bassist {Si} out of {Si, Do, Si, Re,
Sol}, and guitarist {Do} out of {La, Sol, Fa, Mi, Do}, the
new harmony (Sol, Si, Do) becomes another harmony (musically chord). And if this new harmony is better than existing
worst harmony in the HM, the new harmony is included in
the HM and the worst harmony is excluded from the
HM [24]. This procedure is repeated until fantastic harmony
is found.

Step 1. Initialize:
Set N_istrument:=N_sybsystem {N is the integer
number},
Set MHCR:=0.7{harmony memory considering rate},
Set PAR:=0.35{Pitch adjustment rate},
Set PAD {Pitch adjustment decision},
Set NI:=75{improvisation number},
Set t:=0 {t is the time counter},
Set Interval_t:=0 {h is Interval time},
P tn1
{Available
Set List PM_actions [Ln1]:=
PM_actions},
Set PM_Action:=0 {m is the time counter},
For every Components (i,j) set an initial value
x1ij ! x111 ; :::; x1n1 x1ij ,
Set For All components (1  j  J):
Set Effectve_age:= sj
Set Hj ðsþ
j Þ ¼ 0
For i:=1 to n do
Matk (HM):= i {starting component is the ﬁrst element
of the Mat list of the kth instrument},
The HM matrix is ﬁlled with randomly generated as the
HMS.
Step 2. Improvise a New list Matk until is full {this
step will be repeated (n  1) times}, xnt !
nt
nt
xnt
11 ; x12 ; ::: ; xnk
2.0. y:=Interval_time+1
2.1. T:= Interval_time +t’
2.2. Effectve_age:=sj+t
2.3. New PM_action:= xnt 2 P tn1
Step 3. Compute For j:=1 To J
Hj(sj) According equation (3)
End
Compute For j:=1 To J
rj(sj) According equation (4)
Step 4. Compute For j:=1 To n do {for every kth instrument on Subsystem i}
Choose the PM_Action
with probability

Yes If ran1  PAR
nt
PAD for xij
No If ran1  ð1  PARÞ
Then xnt
xnt
ij
gi  rani ðÞbw
With Cost j, corresponding to Equation (8) and (9)
Increment to the kth instrument on the i subsystems
Insert PM_Action and Cost j in MATk (s).
Step 5. If R (t,N) < R0 increment and deﬁne the new
PM_Action to perform, add the new cost to total Cost.
Recalculate the reliability r
Else Goto Step 2.
If R (t,N) >= evaluate the cost of minimal repair for all
components (1  j  J): and add these costs to the total
cost.
Print minimal total cost to the corresponding reliability
and Stop.

7 Illustrative example
Let consider a series-parallel MSS (Nuclear power systems)
consisting of ﬁve subsystems connected in series arrangement
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Table 2. Parameter of PM_actions.
PM_actions
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

Components
Reactor
Pump-1
Pump-2
Pump-3
Voting-pump
Servo-valve-1
Servo-valve-2
Servo-valve-3
Stream-generator-1
Stream-generator-2
Bi-stream-generator
Pipe-1-2-3-4

PM_cost $103
10.2
02.9
02.8
02.8
03.6
02.7
02.7
02.7
08.1
08.1
07.5
02.7

Figure 3. Detailed series-parallel nuclear power system.
Table 3. The best PM plan for R(t, 0.82) > 0.9.
t
12.250
16.652
20.000
22.110
25.640

PM_Actions
05,00
08,00
09,10
04,00
12,00

Affected components
(4)
(6,7,8)
(9,10)
(10;11)
(13,14,15)

R(t, 0.82)
0.923
0.922
0.954
0.911
0.937

MSS lifetime is 10 years. The time for possible PM_actions
are spaced intervals of h = 1.5 months as given in Table 3. The
problem is to guarantee a PM plan which provide the system
work during its lifetime with a performance, reliability not less
than N0, R0 and the age reduction is the same of all components
e = 0.56.

Figure 4. Synoptic of series-parallel nuclear power system.

8 Conclusion
Table 1. Parameter of components.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

k
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.080
0.070
0.050
0.080
0.030
0.004
0.010
0.200

d
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.6

h0
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.006
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.005

Min_cost
1.02
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.70
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.60
0.80
0.80
0.90
0.80
0.85
0.75

N%
97
80
80
80
70
70
70
85
89
90
90
95
87
80
92

as depickted in Figures 3 and 4. The system contains 15 equipments with different performance and reliability (parameters) as
given in Tables 1 and 2, the process is done with basic components to transmit the stream energy to the electrical generator.
The reliability of each component is deﬁned by veibull function: h(t) = kdd(s(t))(d  1) + h0.

In this paper we formulated the problem of imperfect maintenance optimization for series-parallel nuclear power system
structure. This work focused on selecting the optimal sequence
of intervals to perform PM actions to improve the availability.
The model analyzes cost and reliability, to construct a strategy
to select the optimal maintenance intervals, formulating a complex problem. An exhaustive examination of all possible solution is not realistic, considering reasonable time limitations.
Because of this, an efﬁcient meta-heuristic can be applied (Harmony Search Algorithm) to solve the formulated problem.
More speciﬁcally, the harmony search approach is a good solution for such a combinatorial problem.
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